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BI-QUOTIENT MAPS AND CARTESIAN PRODUCTS OF QUOTIENT MAPS
by Ernest MICHAEL ( 1 ) 1. Introduction.
In this paper we introduce a new class of maps which seems to have many desirable properties. In particular, it permits us to characterize those quotient maps whose cartesian product with every quotient map is a quotient map. All maps in this paper are assumed to be continuous and onto. 4 ) maps are biquotient, and all bi-quotient maps are quotient maps. These and other general properties of bi-quotient maps are proved in sections 2 and 3. Our principal concern, however, is with product maps.
If /a : Xa ->-Ya is a map for all a e A, then the product map f=H^ from ILY, to O.Ya is defined by f{x) = (/,(^)). That brings us to out first theorem. 3 ) Professor 0. Hajek has kindly pointed out that bi-quotient maps are equivalent (in view of our Proposition 2.2) to the limit lifting maps which he defined in [Comment. Math. Univ. Carolinae 7 (1966) , [319] [320] [321] [322] [323] , and that our Theorem 1.3 is thus equivalent to Proposition 2 in that paper. It is a pleasure to acknowledge Professor Hajek's priority. 
-Any product (finite or infinite) of biquotient maps is a bi-quotient map.
Theorem 1.2 stands in sharp contrast to the behavior of quotient maps, which are not even preserved by finite products ( 4 ). In fact, the following theorem shows that the only quotient maps which are well behaved under even the simplest products are bi-quotient maps. We denote the identity map on Z by iz. The identity map from a finite space with discrete topology Proof. Let us record in passing that closed maps, as well as quotient maps with first-countable range, are also hereditarily quotient.
Before continuing, let us note two other simple properties of bi-quotient maps. First, every bi-quotient map f is hereditartly bi-quotient, in the sense that /'[/'"^(S) is a bi-quotient map from /^(S) onto S for every ScY; this yields another proof of Proposition 3.1. Second, if /*: X-> Y, and if there is some X' c X such that /*(X') = Y and /'[X' is bi-quotient, then f is bi-quotient.
PROPOSITION 3.2. -Each of the following conditions implies that a map f: X -> Y is bi-quotient. (a) f is open. (b) f is hereditarily quotient, and ^/^(y) is compact for every y in Y (where ^ denotes boundary).
(c) f is proper.
Proof. -The sufficiency of (a) is clear, (b) requires only routine verification, and (c) is a special case of (b). That completes the proof.
For is an open cover of X, then finitely many /'(U) cover some neighborhood of y in Y. Suppose not. Let n {Ujr=i be a countable subcover of U, and let V^ == ^_JU i==l tor all n. Let {Qn}?=i be the sequence of neighborhoods of y guaranteed by the fact that Y is a g-space. By assumption, no /'(VJ contains CL, so there is a z/n e Q^ -/'(VJ for each n. Since the /'(VJ cover Y, the set S of all these ym ust be infinite, so S has an accumulation point, and hence a subset RcS which is not closed in Y. But /^(R) n Vî s relatively closed in V^ for all n (since S n f(\^) is finite), so /"^(R) is closed in X. This contradicts the assumption that f is a quotient map. We conclude this section with a result on the composition of bi-quotient maps. 
-If each fg, is bi-quotient^ then so is /*.
Proof. -We use the characterization of bi-quotient maps given in Proposition 2.2. Let y adhere to S> for some filter base ^6 in Y. Then there exists an ultrafilter 9 which contains S> and converges to y [4; p. 66, Proposition 2; p. 67, Theorem 1; p. 79, Corollary]. Hence q^ converges to z/a for all a. Since /a ls bi-quotient, there is an x(<x) e f^^yy.) which adheres to f^q^. Let x e X be the point with Xy. = x{(x.) for all a. Then ^s/'-^z/), and it remains to show that x adheres to /'^(S^).
If Ua is a neighborhood of Xy, in Xa, and if F e 3?, then Ua intersects f^q^ = pa/^F) (since Xy, adheres to /^^a^ so /Pa'^Ua) intersects F. Since 9 is an ultrafilter, /pa^Ua) is an element of 9^, and hence so is any finite intern section C^fp'ai 1^^) , so that these intersections intersect 1=1 -every F e 9. Hence, by Lemma 4.1, jIpa^Ua,) intersects i==i /^(F) for every F e .7, and this means that x adheres to / l -1^) and hence to / > -l (^).
Proof of Theorem 1.3.
(a) -> (b). If f is bi-quotient, then its product with any bi-quotient map, and hence surely with any identity map i^ To show that S is not closed in Y X Z, we need only check that (?/o, yo) e S. Let N == V X (B u {yo}) be a basic neighborhood of (t/o, yo) in Y X Z, where V is a neighborhood of yo in Y and B e ^6. Since 2/0 e B but yo ^ B, there is some y e V n B with y =^ yo and (y, y) e N. Hence
To show that ^^(S) is closed in X X Z, suppose that (x, y) ^ /^(S), and let us find a neighborhood W of (n;, y) in X X Z which misses /^(S). If y ^ yo^ then f{x) =/= y (since (rr, y) ^ /^(S)), and we can take 
W=U x (Bu{yo}).
That completes the proof. implies that, tor some closed map g with paracompact domain and range, ly X g is not a quotient map. But then f X g cannot be a quotient map either, and that completes the proof.
Proof and applications of Theorem 1.5.
The theorem asserts that, if f,: X, -^ Y( {i = 1,2) are quotient maps, and if Xi and Yi X Yg are Hausdorff /c-spaces, then f = /i X /a is a quotient map. We begin with two lemmas, each of which asserts the theorem under additional hypotheses. Proof. -In this case, let g = ix, X /2 ^d h = /i X iy,, and note that f = h o g. Now g is a quotient map by the theorem of J. H. C. Whitehead which is incorporated in Theorem 1.4 (a) -(b) , and h is a quotient map by Lemma 7.1 (since the product of the locally compact space Xi and the /c-space Yg is locally compact by D. E. Cohen [7; 3.2] ). Hence f is a quotient map, and that proves the lemma.
Let us now prove the theorem in full generality. Since Xi is a Hausdorff /c-space, it is the image, under a quotient map gi, of a locally compact Hausdorff space X^ [7] . Let f[ = ^ o g^ and let f = f[ X f^ Then f is a quotient map by Lemma 7.2. But f = f o (gi X ixj, so f is also a quotient map. That completes the proof of the theorem.
We conclude this section with three specific cases where the rather general conditions of Theorem 1.5 are satisfied. All spaces will be assumed Hausdorff.
(7.3). Xi is a /c-space and Yg is locally compact: This suffices, because quotients of /c-spaces are /c-spaces, and the product of a locally compact Hausdorff space and a /c-space is /c-space [7] . table) .
(7.5). Xi and Xa, or Xi and Yg, are both /c^-spaces: Here we call a space X a k^-space if it is the union of countably many compact subsets K^ such that a set A c X is closed whenever A n K^ is closed in K^ for all n. K. Morita [14] showed that quotients of /c^-spaces (which he calls space of class @') are /c^-spaces, and it is implicit in a result of J. Milnor [13; Lemma 2.1] that the product of two Hausdorff /c^-spaces is a /c^-space. These facts imply our assertion.
Examples.
Examples 8.1-8.5 describe various quotient maps f: X -> Y which are not bi-quotient. It follows from Theorem 1.3 that, in each case, f X iz is not a quotient map for some para-compact space Z. In Examples 8.1 and 8.4, we go on to show that this Z can, in fact, be chosen separable metric; for the other examples, Theorem 1.5 implies that Z cannot be chosen metric.
Example 8.6 describes two quotient maps with compact range whose product is not a quotient map. The section concludes with Lemma 8.7, which describes a method of constructing quotient maps f such that f X f is not a quotient map. 3N -N) . Then S* is open ?N -N, and it is non-empty because S is infinite. Thus x e S for some x e E^. But that is impossible, since U n (N u {x}) is disjoint from S == /T^S). To see that h = f^ X /g is not a quotient map, let S={(t/, y)eYi X Y,:z/eN}.
Then S is not closed in Yi X Yg, since (co, co) is in S -S. However, R = ^^(S) is closed in Xi X Xg, because any point in R -R would have to be of the form (x, x) with x<= EI and xe Eg, and that can't happen since Ei and Eg are disjoint. That completes the proof. We conclude this section with a simple lemma, which shows how our examples could be modified to produce quotient maps f such that f X f is not a quotient map. Proof. -That f is a quotient map is clear. Let us show that f X f is not a quotient map.
Note that Yi X Yg is a subset of Y X Y 7 , and that /i X /2 is the restriction of f X f to (fx /'^(Yi X Yg), so that this restriction is not a quotient map. Since Yi X Ya is closed in Y X Y, and since the restriction of a quotient map to the inverse image of a closed set is always a quotient map, it follows that f X f cannot be a quotient map. That completes the proof.
